Abstract. When adopting the mediator architecture to integrate distributed, autonomous, relational model based database sources, mappings from the source schema to the global schema may become inconsistent when the relational source schema or the global schema evolves. Without mapping adaptation, users may access no data or wrong data. In the paper, we propose a novel approach the global attribute as view with constraints (GAAVC) to publish mappings, which is adaptive for the schema evolution. Also published mappings satisfy both source schema constraints and global schema constraints, which enable users to get valid data. We also put forward the GAAVC based mapping publishing algorithm and mapping adaptation algorithms. When we compare our approach with others in functionality, it outperforms. Finally the mapping adaptation tool GMPMA is introduced, which has been implemented in the middleware of railway information grid system.
Introduction
A serious issue in integrating distributed, autonomous, relational model based databases is the evolution of schemas. As for mediator architecture, mappings from source schemas to the global schema are used to create source views that query data from sources. When schemas change, users will get invalid data without modifying mappings. However it is time-waste and heavy work to revise mappings manually. In this paper we propose a GAAVC based mapping publishing algorithm and corresponding mapping adaptation algorithms to automatically adjust mappings.
Our main contributions are as follows. (1) We put forward the nested schema decomposition model according to which we propose the approach the global attribute as view to construct mappings. (2) We develop the GAAVC based mapping publishing approach and the corresponding algorithm. The approach is adaptive to the evolution of the source schema and the global schema. Also source views created by the mappings guarantees that data from sources is valid. (3) We develop algorithms to adjust invalid mappings automatically as schemas evolve. (4) We implement the GMPMA tool that implements the algorithms. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 defines valid mappings. Section 4 gives the GAAVC approach and the mapping publishing algorithm. Section 5 introduces mapping adaptation algorithms. Section 6 compares the GAAVC approach with other approaches. Section 7 describes the architecture of GMPMA tool before section 8 concludes.
Related Works
The approach adapts to the schema evolution if only local attributes that have no invalid mappings can still be accessed as schemas evolve.
The local as view (LAV) method [1] defines the local schema as the view over the global schema. When schemas evolve, all the local attributes that are in the same schema cannot be accessed. So LAV is not adaptive to schema changes. Because source schemas match the global schema, source schema constraints are satisfied when global constraints are satisfied by views. The global as view (GAV) approach [2] defines the global schema as the view over the source schema. When schemas change, all the local attributes that are in the same view cannot be accessed. So GAV has problems when schemas change. Because the global schema matches source schemas, global schema constraints are satisfied when source constraints are satisfied by views. The global-local as view (GLAV) [3] approach is a variation of LAV. The approach has the same problem with the LAV approach. The both as view (BAV) [4] approach defines the global attribute with the view of the local schema and the local attribute with the view of the global schema. The approach is adaptive for the schema evolution. However, the view is defined manually. The approach has considered constraints of the global schema and source schemas. The correspondence view (CV) [5] approach sets up the mapping of view, other attributes of the same view cannot be accessed when schemas change. So the approach is not adaptive to the schema evolution. What is more, the approach considers foreign key constraints but not key constraints of the global schema.
Valid Mappings
We study relational based XML and relational schemas with key constraints and foreign key constraints in this paper. We suppose that there is at most one view for a set of elements in XML schema or tables in relational schemas. Definition 3.1 An attribute is of the form <ID, label, type>. We use Greek alphabets,α,β,…,to represent a set of attributes. Definition 3.2 A schema is of the form (< ID, label>, {attribute}, {schema}).
Definition3.3 A mapping of global attributes is an expression of source views:
). ,..., , Definition 3. 4 The mapping of the global schema R is the set of the mappings of all the attributes of the schema:
The expression α→ KEY β denotes that α is the key of the schema of β and α→ FK βdenotes that β is the foreign key of α.
Mapping
denotes the mapping of α in source S 1 . Lemma 3.1 (Null value constraints for foreign key, briefly α→ FK_NULL β) Suppose α→ FK β,if α=null then β=null. Definition 3.5 Valid data are data that satisfy key constraints and null value constraints for foreign key of the global schema. Definition 3.6 A valid source view is a source view that satisfies key constraints and null value constraints for foreign key of the global schema. Definition 3.7 Valid mappings of a global schema are mappings that produce valid source views.
By valid mappings of a global schema, users can get valid data from databases.
The Global attribute as view with constraints (GAAVC) based Mapping Publishing Approach

The nested schema decomposition model
, R is a nest relational schema or XML schema. R' is the sub-schema of R. κ is the key of R and κ' is the key of R'. κ = (k 1 , k 2 ,…, k n ). κ' = (k 1 ', k 2 ',…, k n '). Atom schemas, R 1 ,…, R n , inherit foreign key constraints of R. Lemma 4.1 In the nested schema decomposition model, the decomposition is a lossless join decomposition. The lemma 4.1 indicates that no information will be lost after the decomposition. 
The global attribute as view with constraints (GAAVC) approach
Mapping Expressions
Mappings of atom schemas of the global schema are expressed as follows:
The key mapping expression: <addKey, <global key>, expression (<<source attributes>, source view constraints>)> The non-primary attribute mapping expression: <addAttribute, <global key, global non-primary attribute>, expression (<<source attributes>, source view constraints>)>.
The GAAVC approach adapts to schema evolutions because attributes that have no invalid mapping can still be accessed when schemas change. Lemma 4.5 Given к→ KEY A, source view constraints of R(к) and R(к, A) are the same.
The GAAVC Based Mapping Publishing Algorithm
Given a global schema, source schemas and a set of mappings between the global schema and source schemas, we set up mappings according to GAAVC approach.
Step 1: verify if mappings satisfy key constraints on mapping. If not, exit.
Step 2: get М the minimal cover of global functional dependencies.
Step 3: get ordered partitions of М so that β and α are in the same partition and β is before α if β→ KEY α or β→ FK α.
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Step 4: build mapping expressions of attributes of each ordered partition in sequence. The mapping expression of α is built only if for any attributes β, β→ KEY α or β→ FK α, Mapping(β)≠null.
Step 2 gets rid of redundant functional dependencies of global schema and step 3 makes partitions to decrease searching times.
Mapping adaptations
When a schema changes, we should adjust mappings to ensure them valid. Adding attributes has no influence on mappings. When renaming a schema or an attribute, we only review all the mapping expressions to change the name.
Deleting an attribute or deleting the mapping of an attribute
The step 2, 3, 7 and 8 in the following algorithm ensure key constraints on mapping. The step 4, 5,11, and 12 ensure foreign key constraints on null mapping. 
Deleting a foreign key constraint
Step 2 and step 3 in the following algorithm ensure key constraints on mapping, while step 5 and step 6 ensure foreign key constraints on null mapping. 
Adding a source mapping
The foreign key constraints on null mapping are ensured by step 1, step 2 and step 3. 
Conclusions
To ensure users to get valid data when schemas evolve, we propose the GAAVC based mapping publishing algorithm and mapping adaptation algorithms and implement them in the GMPMA tool in the middleware of railway information grid system. Our approach is unique in many ways: 1) The GAAVC approach constructs the mappings that adapt to the schema evolution. 2) Our mappings enable users to get valid data. 3) We consider mappings from one computation expression of some source attributes to one global attribute. How to make adaptation to schema evolutions of object-oriented databases is our future work.
